
Box 1 

Case E visual indicators pre- and post-intervention 

 

The following clinical signs are likely to contribute to positional instability and breast 

tissue drag during breastfeeding: 

Figure 3. Pre-intervention photo  

• Mother sitting upright or leaning forward slightly 

• Mother holds infant with hand and fingers on back of infant’s neck and head 

• Mildly exaggerated inward curvature of infant’s thoracic and lumbar spine 

• Mother uses palm to press outer breast somewhat towards midline and applies 

pressure on nipple shield teat in order to achieve ‘nipple to nose’ 

Video 1. Pre-intervention video 

• Mother sitting upright or leaning forward slightly 

• Mother holds infant with hand and fingers on back of infant’s neck and head 

• Mother applies some pressure on infant’s lower arm to support the breast and also 

initially uses thumb on breast to support nipple with its shield, so that breast and 

nipple rest higher than the natural breast fall 

• Mildly exaggerated inward curvature of infant thoracic and lumbar spine  

• Breast falls lower than infant’s mouth when baby pulls off 

This infant is dialled up at the breast (note history of conditioned sympathetic nervous system 

hyperarousal or ‘conditioned dialling up’ at the breast). Sonographer constrains infant’s upper 

arm, which may worsen conditioned dialling up. 

 

The following clinical signs indicate improved positional stability and elimination of 

breast tissue drag during breastfeeding: 

Figure 4. Post-intervention photo 1 

• Infant has deep face-breast bury 

• Infant’s nose lightly rests on surface of breast  

• Infant appears stable at breast despite ultrasound probe 

Figure 5. Post-intervention photo 2 

• Mother is in semi-reclined or deck-chair position 

• Infant is in tight rib-cage wrap under mother’s contra-lateral breast, so that the infant 

rests above her abdomen 

• Infant’s spine is aligned from skull, cervical to sacral spine, with minimal extension 

or slight flexion 

• Infant’s head rests on mother’s forearm, which allows continuous micro-movements 

in response to her breast sensation and infant cues 

• Mother’s ipsi-lateral shoulder relaxed due to firm pillow elbow support 



 

 

Figure 6. Post-intervention photo 3 

• Infant has adequate symmetry of face-breast bury (although mild asymmetry of cheek 

placement against breast persists) 

• Infant’s head rests on mother’s forearm so that there is space between baby’s forehead 

and her upper arm (a small gap, not necessarily this big, is necessary if the mother is 

to have control of micro-movements)  

• Mother’s elbow rests on a firm pillow which does not interfere with the rest of her 

arm or the infant, but which gives her shoulder support 

 

 

 

 


